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24 September 2015 
 
NZX Market Announcement 
 
 
Rights Issue Minimum Achieved and Market Update 
 
The rights issue for Bethunes Investments Limited (NZX:BIL) closes today. 
 
BIL is pleased to advise that the minimum amount of $1.5 million to be raised has been achieved 
through applications and commitments to invest in shortfall. 
 
BIL will accept late applications up until the allotment date next Thursday (01/10) and accordingly 
eligible shareholders still have a final opportunity to participate if they wish. 
 
Debt Restructuring 
 
To date a substantial proportion of the funds secured under the rights issue have been committed by 
new investors and not existing shareholders. From discussions with such new investors there was 
significant concern expressed at the level of debt in BIL and its subsidiary Peter Webb Galleries 
Limited (Webb’s). In order to achieve the minimum amount it became clear that restructuring debt was 
a necessity.  
 
BIL has therefore had urgent discussions with the principal creditors of BIL and Webb’s with a view to 
restructuring the amounts owed to them. BIL is pleased to advise that these discussions have today 
been successfully finalised and have resulted in $130,138.45 in debt being invested into shares under 
the rights issue and in approximately $389,000 of debt being written off by creditors in aggregate – 
subject to final interest charges and documentation.  
 
This is an exceptionally good outcome for BIL. In addition to enabling the necessary investment to be 
secured, BIL will now be positioned (based on only $1.5 million being raised) as: 
 

- an investment company with no liabilities and a net cash position; 
- with one operating subsidiary – Webb’s which will be free from debt for the first time in many 

years; and 
- with approximately NZ$1.3 million of shortfall shares that it can still place to qualified investors 

over the next three months so as to enable BIL to expand on a new investment programme. 
 
Webb’s Update 
 
The recapitalisation of BIL will see Webb’s debt free (for the first time in many years) and with a net 
cash position. This clearly places the business on a much stronger footing both financially and in the 
eyes of other market participants, customers and potential customers. 
 
There are now very clear improvements happening at Webb’s as we seek to continue to reposition the 
business for the future - please see press coverage in just the last week: 

1. http://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?c_id=1&objectid=11516678 
2. http://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?c_id=1&objectid=11516653 

While momentum is clearly building at Webb’s, the company will still report a loss in the 30 September 
half year and this is driven by the following factors: 

http://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?c_id=1&objectid=11516678
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?c_id=1&objectid=11516653
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 business interruption from shifting premises at the beginning of the year (e.g. lower customer 
count through the door and this has been slower in rebuilding than anticipated but is 
now improving); 

 fewer auctions in the first half which will improve in the second half - even with no auctions in 
January 2016 due to the Christmas/Summer holidays; 

 restructuring and redundancy costs as Webb’s continues to lower its cost base to reflect the 
repositioning of the business which occurred in the prior financial year and continued 
optimisation of the business with its new footprint, auction calendar and categories;  

 financing costs given the debt restructuring and capital raising will be completed just following 
the half year (interim) balance date; and 

 the continued impact of legislative change which appears to have dampened activity in our 
auction room for higher value objects. 

As referenced above, we continue to optimise the business both in terms of personnel and the 
footprint at Webb’s new premises. This will be further assisted by the release of the new website on 1 
December 2015 which will have "buy-now" capability. Live online auctions will come in time. Webb’s is 
engaging with the platform provider for Christie’s in this respect.  
 
As mentioned above we do see momentum returning to the business, this includes the art division 
where we are rebuilding the business (with new personnel) which will clearly take time.  We have a 
very clear plan to invest in new talented people for the future. Currently, two of our personnel are in 
Europe - one undertaking a curatorial course in Vienna and another one at Freize London and then 
onto Continental Europe in efforts to expand their depth of knowledge. We have a third member of the 
art team leaving for a scholarship and internship at the Peggy Guggenheim Museum in Venice in 
January 2016. These are clearly not the efforts of individuals or a company reluctant to invest in their 
future and Webb’s must continue to invest, innovate and differentiate to maintain itself at the forefront 
of the auction industry in New Zealand.  
 
It is important to emphasise that Webb’s for 39 years has been the training ground and experience 
gathering mechanism for many other participants within the auction industry, dealer galleries across 
the country and within institutions both here and now overseas. The refinancing we have just 
completed will only strengthen Webb's ability to invest in people and innovate on a go forward basis.  
 
Webb’s CEO 
 
We are now reinitiating an international search for a CEO for Webb’s - this has now been expanded to 
the luxury goods sector for possible candidates.  
 
Expressions of Interest in Webb’s 
 
BIL has announced previously that it had received several expressions of interest in Webb’s. Those 
expressions were followed up but no agreements have been reached to date. 
 
We would highlight that while Webb’s is not currently held as an asset for sale in our financial 
statements,  BIL is an investment company and assets that an investment company holds should be 
viewed as available for purchase if a suitable price is tabled at anytime. 
 
New Investments 
 
BIL is currently investigating several new investment opportunities. These are in completely different 
sectors than the company has formerly operated in. Please refer to the ASM presentation for a recap 
of what we have discussed in this regard. 
 
Interim Result 
 
BIL will report a loss for the period ending 30 September 2015. This will be driven by: 
 

- trading losses at Webb’s as highlighted above; 
- costs of disposing of the former stamp, note and coin business; and 
- poor controls by previous management through antiquated systems and methodologies of 

running a listed company which have resulted in very high operational costs until more 
recently. 
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It should be noted the debt restructuring we entered into with major creditors which saw a reduction of 
approximately $ 520,000 in total cash liabilities was designed to protect new capital providers from 
paying for all of the above factors. 
 
It is also important to emphasise that the recapitalisation of BIL is occurring post this balance date. We 
will provide a summary balance sheet within the subsequent events disclosure section of our interim 
result to assist in more meaningful analysis of the company’s go-forward financial position. 
 
Carrying values of all our assets (including goodwill at Webb’s) will be assessed and tested post the 
interim balance date. It is reasonable to expect that the goodwill attributable to Webb’s will be further 
impaired as we look to realign the balance sheet post recapitalisation. Please note such impairments 
are non-cash and will not consume any capital just raised. 
 
We will update the market in line with our continuous disclosure obligations as we work through these 
assessments. 
 
Finally, we thank the new investors and those participating shareholders for the confidence and 
support they have shown in BIL. 
 
 
Christopher Swasbrook 
Acting Chairman 
Bethunes Investments Limited 
 
 
 


